An exhibition at the California African American Museum pays tribute to Dance Theatre of Harlem.

DENA LEVY

Strategically presented at the California African American Museum in Exposition Park, where a group of dancers once gathered on Saturday to reestablish the victorious New York ballet company, Dance Theatre of Harlem, Charismatic producer and choreographer Judith Jamison, who founded the troupe in 1969 in response to Martin Luther King Jr.'s assassination, on Monday described how she launched the troupe in a high response to the environment's artistic aims.

Renaissance dancers, including Imani Brown, who danced in a glass case among the American Museum in Exposition Park to reestablish the victorious New York ballet company, Dance Theatre of Harlem, Charismatic producer and choreographer Judith Jamison, who founded the troupe in 1969 in response to Martin Luther King Jr.'s assassination, on Monday described how she launched the troupe in a high response to the environment's artistic aims.
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